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N

ew Jersey’s diverse climate spans rural, urban, and
coastal environs from High Point to Cape May. Ironically, climate affects our daily living so pervasively, that we tend
to ignore its impacts until dramatic events. However, meeting
endless challenges of monitoring, interpreting, and predicting
ever-changing climate and weather are core to helping professionals, farmers, and communities invent and test practices
maintaining consistent yields and minimizing impacts. Some of
the spectacular stories of history are the stories of human failures
to overcome climate and weather risks while sustainably meeting
human needs.
Where does Climatology fit in Sustainable Farming?
Sustainable agriculture is a farming system durable enough
to withstand being buffeted by farming’s big five resource risks,
meeting human needs, while not depleting our resource base. We
know farming’s five risks intimately:
l Economic (interest rates, finance, or debt);
l Human (family or workers);
l Marketing (selling what you sow);
l Legal (government policies, regulations, property rights); and
of course,
l Production (variable climate and weather, soils, or pests).
If farmers are beset by heat or drought, we design–and
they invest in–supplemental irrigation. Engineers use climate to
predict system capacity and use. Our climate has predictable frost
dates, so we extend seasons using high tunnels and greenhouses
to protect crops. We use accumulated temperature records to predict when pests may emerge, or when crops will mature: degreedays. We predict weather to “make hay while the sun shines.”
The list is endless.
Likewise in the community, timely reports of snowfall events
(on our website throughout winter) are used by snow plowing
operators as an unbiased source of data. Narratives place recent
conditions in historical perspective. Educational links are on our
site, along with climatological normals, extremes, and long-term
time plots for stations around the State.
Office of the New Jersey State Climatologist (ONJSC)
The ONJSC is our hub for extending climate services. We
keep residents aware–and one step ahead–of their dynamic envi-

Figure 1. Screen capture of the main page of the ONJSC
website on September 17, 2009.
ronment. The ONJSC collects and archives weather and climate
observations, gaining a better understanding of local climate
through an active research program, and educating and informing
residents, stakeholders, and decision makers on matters related to
weather and climate.
Activity highlights directed toward agriculture are experienced
by “touring” our website: http://climate.rutgers.edu/stateclim (Figure 1). You will find links to historic temperature and precipitation data, real-time weather observations, and current National
Weather Service forecasts. Irrigators can evaluate current water
resources by visiting the NJ Water Watch web portal.
Note Summer 2009 was very wet (Figure 2), ranking as 5th
wettest back to 1895. Conversely, there may be considerable sur-
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The NJWxNet is
a unique “network of
networks;” arguably
the densest mesonet
in the nation appropriately located in the most
densely populated state.
Data are gathered hourly
from over 150 stations
operated by us, the South
Jersey Resource Conservation & Development Council, National
Weather Service, USDA,
US Geological Survey,
US Forest Service, NJ
Figure 2. (left) Statewide monthly precipitation departures from September 2008 through August Department of Trans2009. Figure 3. (right) Daily CoCoRaHS precipitation map. Precipitation totals from approxiportation, and others.
mately 7AM on August 22, 2009 to 7AM on August 23, 2009. 126 NJ CoCoRaHS observations and a Data are processed at
number from surrounding states were used to create this map. Not all station totals are shown. the ONJSC, with data
and products made available in colorful maps, graphs and tables
prise to learn a warm August balanced out summer’s cool start.
within minutes: http://climate.rutgers.edu/njwxnet.
Thus summer temperatures were close to normal.
Among the NJWxNet measured variables are: air temperature,
precipitation, humidity, wind, barometric pressure, solar raNetworks and Data Derived Products
diation,
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For example, hydrologists and meteorologists use the data to
(http://climate.rutgers.edu/njoem/alerts.php).
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are displayed in tabular and map formats (figure 3). For more
We invite you to contact the ONJSC with questions, cominformation or to sign up, visit our website:
ments,
or needs: support@climate.rutgers.edu. We strive to
http://www.cocorahs.org.
provide climate services from community to state scales, and
function best when working with our neighbor states. o

Our work benefiting farming sustainability and quality of life in New Jersey depends on
gifts from people sharing our Rutgers NJAES vision for a vibrant, healthy, profitable urban
fringe farming community. We invite you to join us. Please contact Jack Rabin at 732-9325000 ext. 610 or rabin@njaes.rutgers.edu.

